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Deformation twins as a probe for tribologically
induced stress states
Antje Dollmann1,2, Christian Kübel 3,4,5, Vahid Tavakkoli3,4,5, Stefan J. Eder 6,7, Michael Feuerbacher8,

Tim Liening8, Alexander Kauffmann 1, Julia Rau 1,2,9 & Christian Greiner 1,2✉

Friction and wear of metals are critically influenced by the microstructures of the bodies

constituting the tribological contact. Understanding the microstructural evolution taking place

over the lifetime of a tribological system therefore is crucial for strategically designing

tribological systems with tailored friction and wear properties. Here, we focus on the single-

crystalline High-Entropy Alloy CoCrFeMnNi that is prone to form twins at room temperature.

Deformation twins feature a pronounced orientation dependence with a tension-compression

anisotropy, a distinct strain release in an extended volume and robust onset stresses. This

makes deformation twinning an ideal probe to experimentally investigate the complex stress

fields occurring in a tribological contact. Our results unambiguously show a grain orientation

dependence of twinning under tribological load. It is clearly shown, that twinning cannot be

attributed to a single crystal direction parallel to a sample coordinate axes. With deformation

twins in the microstructure, stress field models can be validated to make them useable for all

different tribological systems.
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Reductions in friction and wear have more than significant
potential for the decrease of global CO2 emissions1. This is
highlighted by the fact that for example, in the transportation

sector 26 % of the invested primary energy is wasted to overcome
friction forces and to generate unwanted wear1. Realizing this
CO2 reduction potential hidden in tribological contacts, requires
fundamental knowledge about the origin of high or low friction and
wear. In this manuscript, the focus lies on the microstructural
evolution in metals and alloys, as the microstructure, e.g., grain size
and orientation, has been known for decades to change under
tribological loading2,3. It has been frequently observed that single-
crystalline or coarse-grained metals exhibit grain-refinement
under sliding4–6, which influences the tribological properties7.
The number of parameters influencing the microstructural evolu-
tion under tribological loading is large. Among the parameters
are the crystallographic orientation8–10, the material’s stacking
fault energy11–13, temperature14–16, sliding velocity17–19 and the
material pairing20. Regardless of all these parameters, the elemen-
tary processes causing the microstructure evolution are not easily
predictable.

Various attempts have been made to understand the micro-
structural evolution in metals and alloys under tribological loading.
The first observation concerning the microstructural evolution
were the formation of subgrains and crystal rotation5,21. The crystal
was found to preferably rotate around the axes perpendicular to the
sliding and normal direction5,22, but also other rotation axes have
been observed22–24. For subgrain formation, first a grain boundary
parallel to the surface (often called dislocation trace line (DTL) in
literature) forms25,26. A model for its origin describes the glide of
dislocations first into the bulk and afterwards towards the surface
until the dislocations get stuck in the material as the critical
resolved shear stress is no longer reached27, while a more recent
study claims a dislocation interaction28. Dislocation motion not
only results in the formation of a DTL, but also in simple shear and
crystal rotation as shown in a study in the vicinity of an annealing
twin boundary29. The DTL formation was observed under various
loading states and in different materials at the onset of the
microstructural evolution11,26,30. As sliding continues, short grain
boundary segments perpendicular to the surface form, which act as
bridges between the elongated grain boundaries parallel to
the surface and confine the subgrains31. With increasing cycle
number, the grain size decreases further25. Calculations of the grain
sizes have been conducted using a crystal plasticity approach26

and via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations13. The challenge
with dislocation-based plasticity is to analyse the active slip
systems. Nevertheless, several groups have shown different
procedures, which rely on slip trace analyses, calculations, or
simulations. Slip traces are easily accessible by top-down imaging of
the wear track8,32. The next level of complexity includes the ana-
lysis of slip traces from experiments on microwalls, which is
experimentally much more challenging. There, the focus is on the
slip systems underneath the indenter28. Note that for all slip trace
analyses, only the slip plane and not the Burgers vector can be
analysed. A combination of experiments and calculations is given
by Cai et al.23. Based on the measured crystal orientation and the
assumption of a simple shear stress field, Schmid factors on the slip
systems were calculated. Discrete dislocation dynamics simulation
revealed which dislocations can follow an indenter33. The most
recent attempt was undertaken by a crystal plasticity finite element
method, where Schmid factors and the accumulated shear strain on
the slip systems34,35 as well as crystal rotation36 were calculated.

Despite all these impressive approaches, the prediction of
microstructural evolution still remains a challenge. This is to a
good part due to the fact that there exists only very limited
knowledge about the stress field acting during the sliding contact.
The most widely used stress field is that derived by Hamilton and

based on Hertzian contact theory37. Understanding the stress is
however an absolute necessity, if one wants to interpret the
microstructural features as they present themselves in the post-
mortem analyses highlighted above. As a model-based approach
to the stress field is very challenging, experimental evaluations are
basically the only avenue left. In case such an experimental
approach were successful, this would have the added benefit that
these experimental data could then be used to validate current
and future modelling results. This directly leads to the question
how to experimentally probe the stress field in a tribological
contact. One would need a feature that is clearly recognizable in a
micrograph and about which unambiguous statements can be
made. Materials Science luckily knows such a feature, which—
under the right conditions—can be active: Deformation twins.
Deformation twins are unique as they appear on the planes with
the highest resolved shear stress38 and exhibit robust onset
stresses. We therefore make use of this fact to gain insights into
the tribological stress field. Deformation twins beneficially dif-
ferentiate from dislocation motion: (1) twins are 3D extended
defects with distinct strain release, which simplifies their detec-
tion, so they can be used as probes; (2) twin formation is
dependent on the crystallographic orientation and exhibits a
pronounced tension-compression anisotropy. To further reduce
the complexity of the analysis, single crystal experiments are
employed. Via a combination of crystal directions in sliding
and normal direction, conclusions can be drawn on the decisive
stress components for twin activation. Until now, deformation
twinning has garnered only little interest in the tribological
community9,39,40. Based on our previous results for polycrystal-
line samples20,41, we formulate the following hypothesis: For a
low friction coefficient, the normal direction is decisive for
twinning, while for a high friction coefficient, the sliding direction
is decisive20. We here experimentally put this hypothesis to the
test and additionally employ MD simulations and calculations of
resolved shear stresses based on the Hamilton stress field. The
results proof the initial hypothesis to be wrong. The resolved
shear stress analyses with the Hamilton stress field shows dif-
ferent stress components being dominant depending on the
crystal orientation. Furthermore, the Hamilton stress field is
despite its limitation good in predicting twin formation. In some
cases, the MD simulation is needed for a precise result.

Results and discussion
Conducted experiments. All tribological experiments were
conducted on equiatomic CoCrFeMnNi single crystals, which
belongs to the class of High-Entropy Alloys. This material
was chosen as it is known to twin at room temperature
under tribological loading20. It has a stacking fault energy of
(30 ± 5) mJ m−2 42. The experiments were performed with a
normal load of 2 N acting on a spherical counter body made out
of SiC (hightech ceram, Dr. Steinmann + Partner GmbH, Ger-
many) with a diameter of 10 mm without lubrication and in air
(50% relative humidity). This material pairing is known to result
in a friction coefficient of around 0.220, which is low for a dry
contact. We here measured the same friction coefficient and for
different crystal orientations (Supplementary Fig. 1). A single-
trace protocol was chosen to facilitate assigning a microstructural
feature to a stress component of the tribological stress field. The
sliding distance was 6 mm. For the given approach, the crystal-
lographic directions parallel to the sliding direction (SD) and the
normal direction (ND) are crucial parameters. As mentioned
above, twinning is dependent on the crystal direction parallel to
the loading axis and the sign of the applied uniaxial stress43.
Crystal directions within the ½001�-½012�-½113� sector of an inverse
pole figure of the loading axis are known for twin formation in
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compression, while crystal directions parallel to the loading axis
within the region ½012�-½011�-½111�-½113� tend to exhibit defor-
mation twinning in tension43. Here, crystal directions that exhibit
deformation twinning under these simplified conditions of uni-
axial loading in compression or tension were combined system-
atically with each other. This resulted in the following couples for
the normal and sliding directions of the crystals in question: (1)
ND ½00�1� SD ½100�, (2) ND ½00�1� SD ½�110�, (3) ND ½0 �11� SD ½100�,
and (5) ND ½0 �11� SD ½0�11�. In addition, one experiment on a
single crystal with (5) ND ½0 �11� was conducted in Shockley partial
direction (SD ½ �211�).

Characteristics of the deformation layers. For all five wear
tracks, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) foils
were cut in the centre of the wear track parallel to the SD. The
corresponding STEM images are given in Fig. 1a–e. In all images,
horizontal lines are visible. They occur at different depths.
Transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) measurements (Sup-
plementary Fig. 2) identify these lines as either low angle (<15°),
high angle grain boundaries (>15°) or twin boundaries. Hor-
izontal grain boundaries, called dislocation trace lines (DTLs),
have frequently been observed in literature under tribological
loading in the early stages of microstructural evolution for
varying materials and loading conditions25,26,28. The DTL is not
further discussed, as it is not the focus of this manuscript. The
STEM images in Fig. 1b, c with ND ½00�1� SD ½�110� and ND ½0 �11�
SD ½100�, respectively, show further lines tilted in SD underneath
the DTL. As the resolution of the TKD measurements is not
sufficient for their characterisation, high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HR-TEM) images were taken, and fast
Fourier transforms (FFT) were computed. These images are
presented in Fig. 1f, g. Twins result in additional diffraction spots
in the FFT44 besides the matrix spots. These spots were detected
in the FFT for the STEM foil ND ½0 �11� SD ½100� in Fig. 1f.

Therefore, the line-type feature is unambiguously identified as a
deformation twin. In the FFT in ND ½00�1� SD ½�110� in Fig. 1g,
only the matrix spots and streaking are observed. Streaking is a
clear indicator for planar defects such as stacking faults44.
Stacking faults form at low strains in twinning induced plasticity
(TWIP) materials such as CoCrFeMnNi45,46. Most probably,
twins in TWIP materials do not form via a pole mechanism47 but
via continuous stacking-fault mediated processes, resulting in
imperfect twins46,48,49. The line-type features in Fig. 1g are, thus,
stacking fault aggregates and therefore imperfect twins or pre-
cursors of twins. For both defects—stacking faults and twins,
1
6 11�2
� �

Shockley partial dislocations glide on 111f g planes,
meaning that the same slip systems are probed. To simplify
the following discussion, both line-type features will be referred to
as twins.

These results clearly show that also under tribological loading,
the activation of twinning is dependent on the crystal orientation,
which is in good agreement with another study9. There, the
crystal orientation dependence of twinning under sliding
conditions was investigated by ramping the normal load. The
following crystal orientations in austenitic stainless steel were
employed: ND ½010� SD ½101�, ND ½010� SD ½001�, and ND ½111�
SD ½�110�. Only the last crystal orientation did not exhibit
deformation twinning. These result of observed twins in ND ½010�
SD ½001� is in contrast to our work, where no twins were observed
in the crystal orientation of ND ½00�1� SD ½100�.

This might be rationalized by the different experimental set-
ups. Results from literature with only spherical indentation and
without sliding will be considered for a first interpretation: In this
case, twins were observed in grains with ND ½001�, and no twins
were observed with ND ½011�50,51. This is consistent with the
result that twins form with a loading axis parallel to ½001� under
uniaxial compression and do not form with a loading axis of
½011�43,52. Reiterating the above stated hypothesis derived from

Fig. 1 Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images of the deformation layers for the different crystal orientations chosen, as well as
HR-TEM images of the twins. STEM images of the crystal orientation in a ND ½00�1� SD ½100�, b ND ½00�1� SD ½�110�, c ND ½0�11� SD 100½ �, d ND ½0�11� SD ½0�11�
and e ND ½0�11� SD ½ �211�; f HR-TEM image and corresponding FFT of the lines inclined in SD in (c) and (g) HR-TEM image and corresponding FFT of the lines
inclined in SD in (b). In (b) and (c), twin systems are presented by the twin plane normal and Shockley partial dislocation. In the STEM images, SD always
is from left to right. Surfaces are covered by protective platinum layers.
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polycrystal experiments, the normal stress parallel to ND (σND) is
decisive for twinning for the friction coefficient measured here.
This means that indentation and tribological experiments result
in the same onset of twinning. This is true for the study of Patil
et al.9, but not for ours, as in ND ½00�1� SD ½100� no twins were
observed. The increasing normal load in the study of Patil et al. is
more similar to indentation than sliding with a constant normal
load. Therefore, it is not surprising that our results differ. The
occurrence of twinning during tribological loading with constant
normal load in Fig. 1 has no preference concerning ND or SD.
Hence, a conclusive criterion for twinning under tribological
loading seems to remain open. This will be discussed in the
following using different avenues.

Geometrical investigation of the twin systems. First, the twin
systems will be geometrically investigated. Both activated twin
systems are tilted in SD. All microstructures exhibiting twinning
under tribological load have at least one twin system tilted in the
same way in literature9,20,53. This leads to the conclusion that
111f g planes tilted around TD in SD are favoured for deformation
twinning. The slip pattern on tribologically loaded microwalls
support this finding by having mainly slip traces that are also
tilted around TD in SD28. The trace of the twin in the STEM
images and the knowledge about SD and ND allow the deter-
mination of the twin planes. The knowledge of a twin plane limits
the number of possible shear directions to three. Accessing the
active shear direction is experimentally challenging. However, to
assume that the shear direction featuring the smallest angle with
the SD-ND plane is activated seems very reasonable, as this one
can most easily be activated by the shear component of the stress
field. Such an analysis results in a �111ð Þ½�11�2� twin system for ND
½00�1� SD ½�110� and a �111ð Þ½2 �11� twin system for ND ½0 �11� SD
½100�. It is noted that the distinct indexing hklð Þ½uvw� (twin plane
and shear direction) with the twin plane normal hkl½ � (due to a
cubic crystal system) is relevant to define the direction of strain
release by the twin. Both aforementioned systems are also marked
in Fig. 1b, c. All four vectors—twin plane normal and Shockley
partial dislocations—lie within the SD-ND plane. The other
crystal orientations, in which no twinning was observed, do not
contain twin systems with a possible twin plane normal and shear
direction within the SD-ND plane. This seems to be a geometrical
requirement for twinning under tribological load at constant
normal load. Both crystal orientations that exhibit twinning
under tribological loading have in common that their transverse
direction (TD) is parallel to 110h i. All crystals having TD parallel
to 110h i have a 111f g-plane perpendicular to the ND-SD plane
and a shear direction for twinning within this plane. Therefore,
we conclude that crystal orientations with 110h i parallel to TD
form twins.

A closer look at the marked twin systems in Fig. 1b, c reveals
differences. In both cases, the shear direction (Burgers vector of
the Shockley partial dislocation) is oriented towards the surface,
but the twin plane normal oriented in opposite directions. In
contrast to full dislocations, a reversal of the shear direction is not
possible for twinning, because this causes an AA (as opposed to
AB�CBA) stacking sequence of the close-packed planes38. The
variance in the twin systems gives a first hint regarding the
differences in twin formation.

MD simulations and calculation of the resolved shear stress
with the Hamilton stress field. Two further methods were
applied to understand the fundamentals for twin activation under
tribological load. The first method are MD simulations, which are
chosen for reflecting plasticity on an atomic level and for con-
sidering the rearrangement of atoms most localized in the

subsurface region. The second method relies on the calculation
of the macroscopic resolved shear stresses on the twin systems.
For this, the linear elastic but inhomogeneous stress field
approximation according to Hamilton37 is used, which combines
the Hertzian pressure with a shear stress proportional to the
experimentally determined friction coefficient. Both methods will
be discussed with regard to the experimentally chosen crystal
orientations.

Single crystal with ND ½00�1�. A sliding process of a spherical
indenter on a single crystal with ND ½00�1� SD ½�110� was per-
formed using MD simulations, with the results being analysed
with OVITO54. Two consecutive timesteps of the resulting
microstructures are shown in Fig. 2a, b. The green dots are atoms
with face centred cubic coordination (ABCABC stacking
sequence of closed-packed planes) and the red ones are atoms
with hexagonally closed-packed (hcp) coordination (ABABAB
stacking sequence). Double layers with hcp atoms are intrinsic
stacking faults (AB�AB stacking sequence), and single layers are
twin boundaries (AB�CBA stacking sequence). Within the
microstructure, obviously more than one twin system is activated.
This is in part due to the manageable system sizes in MD
simulations, which are usually limited to some tens of millions of
atoms, while sliding velocities are typically in the range of single
digit m/s and above. Furthermore, this MD simulation does not
take any surface roughness, chemical and/or adhesive interaction
between the two bodies, or any explicit atmosphere into account.
These are common challenges while comparing MD simulations
to experiments. Nevertheless, previous studies have found simi-
larities between MD simulations and experiments for tribological
experiments, e.g., Beckmann et al.55 observed the same chip shape
in a cutting process and Eder et al.56 saw consensus in
the characteristics of the deformation layers although the defor-
mation layer thicknesses differ. As it is well known form
experiments that a higher strain rate increases the twin formation
probability52, a higher twin density was expected in the MD
simulation than in the experiment.

These MD simulations are highly valuable as this is the
possibility to display the time-resolved atomic displacements of
the experimentally observed twin in the insets of Fig. 2a, b and
thereby allow us to learn a lot about the formation of the observed
twin system.

The experimentally observed twin is underneath the indenter
towards the leading edge (in SD). In case one aims at
understanding the normal stress responsible for the activation
of a deformation twin, one needs to know the atomic
displacements of the twin itself. To our knowledge, only MD
simulations offer the possibility to obtain this kind of informa-
tion. As shown in Fig. 2a, one atom on each side of the twin was
marked, and their distances parallel to SD and ND were
calculated from the atomic positions in the MD simulation. In
Fig. 2b, the atoms with the same IDs were marked after twin lath
thickening (perpendicular to the twin plane) to accommodate
strain, and their distances determined. Comparing the distances
demonstrates that the distance decreases in ND but increases in
SD. A twin schematic with the same atomic displacements is
given in Fig. 2c. The twin consequently forms under compression
in ND. The atomic displacement and the position of the twin—
underneath the indenter—correspond to a compressive σND being
responsible for twin activation with ND ½00�1� SD ½�110�. As
discussed before, this is also in accordance with the results of
spherical indentation tests50,51 on austenitic steel on a single
crystal with ND ½00�1�.

The second method is a resolved shear stress (RSS) analysis on
the slip and twin systems using the Hamilton stress field. It has to
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be mentioned that beyond the onset of plasticity a linear elastic
stress field model overestimates the stresses, in some cases
significantly. This overestimation can be easily understood by
imagining Hooke’s law and a real stress strain curve. In the plastic
regime after the yield point, the extrapolation of Hooke’s law
always yields higher stresses for a specific total or equivalent
strain than the stress-strain curve featuring plastic flow. Having
said this, smaller effective depths of stress and strain field are to
be anticipated under elastic-plastic than purely elastic conditions
as they are assumed in Hamilton’s approximation. A further
limitation of the Hamilton stress field is its static nature. As
mentioned above, the microstructural deformation behaviour
may change with the strain rate. Other parameters that are not
covered are the real contact area and the interaction between the
bodies in contact. For the RSS analyses, the twin systems have to
be defined first. Based on the atomic arrangement, only one shear
direction is possible with a fixed twin plane normal to form a
deformation twin57. All twin systems are defined that a positive
RSS on the system activates deformation twinning. This analysis
results in RSS values dependent on the lateral position and depth
underneath the spherical indenter. Out of these stress distribution
maps, the maximum RSS value is extracted. This was performed
for all twelve twin systems and all possible SDs were captured
around ND up to 360°. The corresponding rotation angle is
designated φ. The maximum RSS values of the twelve twin
systems as a function of φ are presented in Fig. 3a. φ ¼ 0°
describes the SD 100½ � and φ ¼225° SD ½�110�, both for ND ½00�1�.
Apart from deformation twinning, dislocation activity needs to be
assessed: (1) in order to form twins, certain dislocation activity is
needed irrespective of the distinct twinning mechanism and (2)
strain hardening might be needed to achieve sufficiently high
internal stresses to reach the critical stress for deformation
twinning. Thus, the RSS for all slip systems was calculated in the
same way as for the twin systems. Note that there is no tension-
compression anisotropy for slip and the absolute magnitude of
the RSS is considered. In Fig. 3a, only the enveloping curve with
the maximum RSS on the twelve slip systems is presented for
better clarity of the diagram. In Supplementary Figure 3a, c, all
curves of the maximum RSS on the slip and twin systems are
presented. At φ ¼ 225° (SD ½�110�), there is one of four global
maxima in RSS of 226MPa on the twin system �111ð Þ½�11�2�. This is
the same twin system as the geometrically analysed one for ND
½00�1� SD ½�110�, clearly indicating very good agreement between
experiment and calculation. The critical RSS for twinning in
single-crystalline CoCrFeMnNi has previously been determined
to be in the range from 110 to 378 MPa58–62. The calculated

226MPa thus lie within the expected range. For SD ½�110�,
dislocation-based plasticity is additionally limited because of the
minimum in the RSS on the slip systems and strain accommoda-
tion by twinning is reasonable.

For φ= 0° (SD ½100�), no twins were observed experimentally.
Here, a minimum is observed in the RSS on the twin systems that
lies marginally below the maximum at SD ½�110�. Considering the
above-mentioned limitations of this calculation, it stands to
reason that such a small difference of only 4MPa might be
sufficient for not obtaining twin formation. At the same time, the
RSS for slip is considerably higher close to the maximum and
thus strain accommodation by slip might reduce the geometrical
necessity for twinning.

The MD simulations had strongly indicated that twins form
mainly by a compressive normal stress parallel to ND in SD ½�110�.
Therefore, the RSS on the twin systems were calculated based on a
single stress component of the stress tensor mimicking this
situation. Representative RSS distribution maps for σND, the
normal stress parallel to SD (σSD) and the shear stress in SD-ND
(τSD�ND) are presented in Fig. 3b, c for two exemplary twin
systems. The first one is the twin system �111ð Þ �11�2� �

which was
experimentally verified. The second system �11�1ð Þ½�112� was chosen
since the twin plane normal and the shear direction also lie within
the SD-ND plane, but the tilt around TD is in contrast to the
activated system against SD. All shear stress distribution maps of
the entire stress field as well as the relevant stress components of
the four systems with the highest resolved shear stresses (Fig. 3a)
can be found in Supplementary Fig. 4. In Fig. 3b, c, the RSS based
on σND is clearly the highest. The stress distribution maps for both
twin systems are identical. The stress distribution map based on
σSD is also identical for both twin systems. This is not surprising, as
both twin systems have the same inclination angle with respect to
the described normal stresses. A difference can be observed in the
stress distribution map for τSD�ND. Here, the colours are inverted
between the two investigated systems. This clearly shows that for
such twin systems, τSD�ND is the decisive criterion determining
which twin system is activated.

Summing up the analyses for the single crystal with ND ½00�1�,
the RSS calculations with the Hamilton stress field is in good
agreement with the experimentally observed microstructure.
Concerning twinning, both methods—the MD simulation and
the RSS analysis—strongly indicate that the normal stress parallel
to ND dominates the RSS on the twin systems. The other stress
components are responsible for selecting the activated twin
system. The twins form underneath the spherical indenter at the
leading edge.

Fig. 2 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the microstructural evolution for ND ½00--1� SD ½--110�. Two representative timesteps are presented in (a)
and (b), before and after twin thickening respectively. The insets zoom in to the twin system of interest. Atoms on the left and right side of the twin are
marked in a) by red circles, and the distance in ND and SD was calculated based on the atomic positions in the MD simulation. The atom ID allowed to
mark the same atoms in (b) after twin thickening. c A schematic drawing of the activated twin system. Here, blue circles are matrix atoms, red circles are
twin atoms and light blue circles are the atom position before twinning. The SD is from left to right.
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Single crystal with ND ½0 �11�. Similar analyses were conducted for
the single crystal with ND ½0 �11�. Snapshots of the MD simulations
with SD ½100� are presented in Fig. 4a, b. The simulations result in
more active twin systems than the experiments, as observed before.
For these data, the experimentally observed twin will be further
investigated in the MD simulation results, using the same methods
as for ND ½00�1� SD ½�110�. The first finding is the location of twin
formation relative to the spherical indenter, which is significantly in
front of the indenter. Next, we aim at identifying a possible normal
stress leading to twinning. Distances in SD and ND between two
atoms on the left and right side of a twin were determined in
Fig. 4a, b. These distances increase in vertical direction and
decrease in horizontal direction. As visualized by the twin sche-
matic in Fig. 4c, a twin with the given displacements can be formed
by a compressive σSD. This constitutes another difference to the
twin in ND ½00�1� SD ½�110�, where σND was decisive. This analysis
showcases the strength and value of MD simulations. Although the
microstructures found in the experiments are not perfectly repli-
cated, it can very successfully be used to understand the basic
mechanisms. The arrangement of the twin plane normal and the
shear direction of the two active twin systems in Fig. 1b, c gave rise
to suspicion of differences. The MD simulations clearly show that
the differences lie in the stresses causing twin formation.

In Fig. 5a, the RSS values based on the Hamilton stress field are
plotted as a function of the rotation angle φ for the single crystal
with ND ½0 �11�. The same procedure as for the single crystal with
ND ½00�1� was applied. The maximum RSS value was determined
for all SD possibilities on the single crystal with ND ½0 �11�. The
different SDs are again represented by the rotation angle φ. A
detailed diagram for all slip and twin systems is given in Fig. S3b, d.
An angle of φ= 0° corresponds to a SD of ½100�, 90° to ½0�11� and
145° to ½ �211�. Experimentally, twins were only observed in a single

crystal tested with ND ½0 �11� SD ½100�. Here, the RSS has the lowest
values on the twin systems. The geometrically identified twin
system ½ �111� ½2 �11� does not even have the highest RSS of the twelve
possible ones in SD ½100�. Therefore and at first glance, the RSS
based on the Hamilton stress field does not reflect the experimental
results on the single crystal with ND ½0 �11�. However and based on
the MD simulations, the location of twin formation is in front of
the sphere. For this reason, the lateral position of the resolved shear
stress maximum was investigated. In Fig. 5b, the twin systems with
their maxima in front of the contact area for the different SDs are
presented. The corresponding values of the RSS maxima
demonstrate that the geometrically identified system in Fig. 1c in
SD ½100� has the highest value. The stress distribution map of ð �111Þ
½2 �11� in SD ½100� in Fig. 5c also reveals a positive RSS at positive x-
values, which corresponds to a position in front of the contact
point. The RSS on the slip systems are higher compared to the twin
systems and also higher in comparison to the single crystal with
ND ½00�1�. Based on this, pronounced dislocation-mediated
plasticity is expected. Dislocation glide is expected to decrease the
stresses acting within the material. Twin systems with their RSS
maximum the furthest in front of the sphere will be least affected.
In turn, the RSS on the other twin systems will be decreased more
strongly by dislocation motion. The sole remaining point of
possible criticism of this train of thought is that the RSS on the twin
system ð �111Þ ½2 �11� does not exceed the critical RSS for twinning
published in literature. This is true and will need further
deliberations to understand or perhaps rather points to existing
weaknesses inherent to our approach, which we might be able to
rectify by using a more realistic model for the stress field under the
moving sphere, which also needs to consider plasticity.

This approach successfully explains that twinning is caused by
σSD on the single crystal with ND ½0 �11� in front of the indenter.

Fig. 3 Resolved shear stress calculations employing the Hamilton stress field analysis for a single crystal with ND [00
--
1]. a Maximum resolved shear

stress as a function of the rotation angle of SD around the fixed ND, designated φ. An angle φ equals to 0° corresponds to a SD of ½100�, and φ equal to
225° to ½�110�.The resolved shear stress distribution maps of various stress components of the twin systems �111

� � ½�11�2� in (b) and �11�1
� � ½�112� in (c) at ND

½00�1� SD ½�110� are presented. The angle—thus sliding direction—and twin systems are marked in (a). Additional stress distribution maps are presented in
Supplementary Fig. 4. The contact point of the two bodies making up the tribological system is at a distance of 0 µm. Positions in front of the contact point
with respect to SD take positive x-values.
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With this additional knowledge about the location of twin
formation, the RSS values based on the Hamilton stress field are
in full agreement with the results of the MD simulations. This
highlights the usefulness of this approach to evaluate and develop
a fundamental understanding of the deformation mechanisms
acting during a tribological load.

Conclusion
In this work, dry single-trace tribological experiments were
conducted with SiC spheres sliding on single-crystalline CoCr-
FeMnNi. Combinations of crystallographic directions parallel to

SD and ND were systematically investigated with respect to the
activation of deformation twinning. These experiments were
performed to demonstrate the potential use of deformation
twinning as a probe for the stress field under a sliding sphere in a
tribological contact. We gained important insight into which
stress component causes twinning and its location with respect to
the centre of the contact. Neither the crystal direction parallel to
ND nor SD alone are decisive for twinning. The experimentally
observed twins have in common that their twin plane normals
and shear directions are all within the SD-ND plane. This geo-
metric criterion for deformation twinning in a sliding contact is

Fig. 4 MD simulations of the microstructural evolution in ND ½011� and SD ½100�. Two representative time steps are presented in (a) and (b), before and
after twin thickening respectively. The insets zoom in to the twin system of interest. Atoms on the left and right side of the twin have been marked in (a) by
red circles, and the distance in ND and SD was calculated based on the atom positions in the MD simulations. The atom ID allowed to mark the same
atoms in (b) after twin thickening. c A schematic drawing of the activated twin system. Here, blue circles are matrix atoms, red circles are twin atoms and
light blue circles are the atom position before twinning. The SD is from left to right.

Fig. 5 Resolved shear stress calculations employing the Hamilton stress field analysis for a single crystal with ND ½011�. a Maximum resolved shear
stress as a function of the rotation angle of SD around the fixed ND, designated φ. An angle of φ= 0° corresponds to a SD of ½100�, φ= 90° to ½0�11� and
φ= 145° to ½ �211�; b table of the twin systems with a maximum in resolved shear stress the furthest in front of the sphere and the corresponding maximum
resolved shear stress for the experimentally investigated SDs. c Resolved shear stress distribution map for the full stress field of the twin system �111

� � ½2�11�
in SD ½100�.
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fulfilled for crystallographic orientations with a 110h i direction
parallel to TD, allowing the conclusion that crystal orientations
with 110h i parallel to TD exhibit twin formation. As twin systems
are associated with maximum resolved shear stresses, the linear
elastic Hamilton stress field approximation was employed for
assessing the impact of the stress distribution. In the case of single
crystals with ND ½00�1�, the maximum resolved shear stresses for
twinning and dislocation slip fully agree with the experimentally
observed activation or absence of deformation twinning. To
additionally capture atomistic details of deformation twinning
under a tribological load, molecular dynamics simulations were
carried out. The stresses necessary to activate twinning and the
locations were this process takes place are identified to be dif-
ferent between the NDs ½00�1� and ½0 �11�. Twins for the combi-
nation of ND ½00�1� and SD ½�110� were identified to form
underneath the indenter and close to the leading edge of the
sliding sphere. Here, twinning is mainly determined by σND. In
contrast, the twins for a combination of ND ½0 �11� and SD ½100�
form in front of the sphere; a process which is mainly governed
by compressive σSD stresses. Taking this finding about the twin-
ning location into account, the Hamilton based analysis then also
works in the case of ND 0 �11

� �
. This combination of experimental,

analytical and simulative results fully demonstrate that defor-
mation twinning, with its unique geometrical rules, is an ideal
probe for the complex stress field associated with tribological
contacts. Within reason, statements about the location and
magnitude of specific stress field components can be made.

Methods
Experimental details. CoCrFeMnNi single crystals were grown
by means of the Bridgman technique. An alumina crucible of
20 mm diameter with a tip-shaped bottom was charged with an
equiatomic melt. The melt was pre-manufactured by levitation
melting in a Cu cold crucible out of Co, Cr, Fe, Mn and Ni with
purities of 3 N+, 5 N, 4 N, 4 N and 4N5, respectively. The crucible
was placed on a water-cooled movable rod in the Bridgman
furnace, which was held at 200 mbar argon atmosphere and a
constant temperature of 1340 °C. The growth was carried out by
withdrawing the crucible vertically out of the hot zone at a
velocity of 50 mm/h.

The final crystal was investigated by Laue diffractometry,
which demonstrated that it consisted of a single grain (except for
two mm-sized surface grains, which could easily be removed) of
about 6.5 cm3. Optical microscopy of cuts perpendicular to the
growth direction showed the presence of a consistent dendrite
pattern with a primary branch diameter of 0.2–0.4 mm over the
entire surface.

In order to homogenize the material and remove the dendrites,
the single crystals were heat treated in a tube furnace at 1200 °C for
72 h. The samples were mechanically ground up to grit #4000 and
polished with 3 μm and 1 μm diamond suspensions (Cloeren
Technology GmbH, Wegberg, Germany) for at least eight minutes
each. To achieve a defect-free surface, the samples were electro-
polished prior to the tribological experiments with an electrolyte
from perchloric acid and methanol in a ratio of 1:9. The electrolyte
was used at RT for the single crystal with ND ½00�1� and cooled in a
fridge for ND ½0 �11�. After each preparation step, the samples were
cleaned in an ultrasonic bath of isopropanol.

The tribological experiments were conducted with a self-
constructed tribometer22. One important characteristic of this
tribometer is a rotational stage which can be used to precisely
orient the sample to the desired SDs. To adjust the atmosphere,
the tribometer is encapsulated in a box of PMMA. All further
experimental details are given in the main text.

TEM foils were cut with a dual beam scanning electron
microscope (SEM), focused ion beam (FIB) (Helios NanoLabTM

DualBeamTM 650, ThermoFisher, Hillsboro, USA). The scanning
transmission electronmicroscopy (STEM) images were taken using
the same microscope with 30 kV and 100 pA and a STEM detector
in bright field conditions. The high resolution-TEM images were
acquired with a double corrected Themis Z (ThermoFisher,
Hillsboro, USA) operated at 300 kV equipped with a OneView
CCD camera (Gatan Inc, Pleasanton, USA). For all investigated
TEM foils, the zone axis was 110h i.

MD simulations. All MD simulations were carried out using the
open-source MD code LAMMPS63, orientation analyses and
visualization were performed using OVITO54, while pre- and post-
processing were done in MATLAB. An fcc single crystal with a
lattice constant of 3.609 Å was rotated by 45° around the system’s
z-axis such that ND ½00�1� and SD ½�110�, and once around the x-axis
such that ND was ½0 �11� and SD ½100�. The total crystal dimensions
were 80 × 40 × 40 nm³, resulting in two systems of 10.9 m atoms for
each simulation. CoCrFeMnNi crystals were generated via a ran-
dom substitution of the atom types such that every element con-
stitutes exactly 20% of the final system. The atomic interactions
were governed by the Gröger potential64, which is effectively a
collection of spline potentials for all pairwise combinations of
elements in the alloy. The systems were fitted with two layers of
0.35 nm thickness each at the bottom (near z= 0 nm), the lower
one being kept rigid, and the other one acting as a heat sink set
to 300 K that emulates the thermodynamic response of the bulk
material via a fast Langevin thermostat (λ= 0.5 ps). The remainder
of each system was thermostated with a slower Langevin thermo-
stat (λ= 7 ps) to approximate the low thermal conductivity of
CoCrFeMnNi, effectively implementing an electron-phonon cou-
pling approach65. Both thermostats acted only in the direction
perpendicular to the loading and scratching directions so as not
to interfere with these external constraints. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied along the lateral (x-y) dimensions of the
systems.

During the simulation runs, a purely repulsive spherical
indenter (force constant: 10 eV/Å³, radius: 20 nm) was moved
into the sample surface at vx= 2.5 m/s and vz= –1 m/s until the
scratch depth reached a value of 2.5 nm. After that, the vertical
indenter position was kept constant, and only its displacement in
x-direction progressed up to a total scratch length of 50 nm. The
standard output interval for snapshots of the system geometries
was 80 ps, and high-resolution output at an interval of 1 ps was
additionally produced where required.

Data availability
The raw data of this study are available under the https://doi.org/10.35097/1732 and
from the corresponding author upon request.
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